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1993 was a very special year for Kurt Cobain and Nirvana as the group released their breakthrough
album, Nevermind. Nirvana’s four-song debut album, which would be certified 2x Platinum,

contained a number of future hits, including Smells Like Teen Spirit, Lithium, Come As You Are, and
In Bloom.We count down the best of these songs. Nevermind has spawned six singles, which

included #3 hit, Smells Like Teen Spirit, which contains two versions: the original and a new live
version for the Super Deluxe Edition. In 2015, Pitchfork will do a cover album of Smells Like Teen

Spirit . The Nevermind Super Deluxe Edition is the definitive take on the album, featuring the original
mixdown and a slew of rare bonus material including five previously unreleased tracks - including a

previously unheard alternate take of Smells Like Teen Spirit. The album has been meticulously
remastered from the original half-inch analog tapes. This deluxe version comes in a standard 2 LP

double vinyl set, as well as a limited-edition run of 1,000 on opaque shimmering blue vinyl with the
original album name overlayed in an elegant black metal foil, a full-color art book with never-before-
seen photos, and a new 7" single featuring two live tracks from the Nevermind tour in Amsterdam,
which will be released simultaneously with the Deluxe Edition. The standard single disc edition of

Nevermind will be available in CD, 180 gram vinyl, and digital download formats. A fan option with
no bonus content but a repress on pink vinyl is also available. The limited edition bundle of the

standard CD single disc edition will be issued on 180 gram, orange colored vinyl with a black cover.
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at the time of its release, nevermind was an incredible success, and it continues to sound great even
today. most of the reissues of the album come with at least one bonus track, and the deluxe editions

of the album will feature two: if i could, which was originally recorded for the b-side of the 7-inch
single the bitch is back; and heart-shaped box, which was never officially released until this reissue.

there are also two limited-edition 180-gram vinyl pressings of the album, with one featuring a
holographic cover and the other featuring a remastered version of the original cover, the latter of
which has been previously available on the box set box set and the with the lights out comp. that
accompanied it. the album received universal praise, and time magazine said in its review of the
album that it was, a rock classic that everybody has to own. rolling stone gave it five stars and

described it as a neo-psychedelic masterpiece. in his nme review, steve pond wrote that the album
was a glorious triumph, an unsurpassed, unequaled masterpiece of music and art. he added that the

album was, one of the most important musical events of the last 10 years. many others have also
echoed these sentiments, saying that nevermind was the best album of the 1990s, and some have

gone as far as to call it the best album of all time. but of course, none of these superlatives do
nirvana justice. this album is a truly special achievement, and it is still one of the great albums of all
time. nirvana were one of the first bands to be defined by their song titles, and in this case there are
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no two titles more representative of the album than smells like teen spirit and come as you are. the
latter is the kind of song that we can only call a pop-punk anthem, a song that still sounds so fresh,
youthful, and fresh-faced nearly 25 years later. this is an album that is soaked in teenage angst, a
kind of self-loathing that has become such an integral part of modern life that we don’t even notice
its presence. but the fact that these songs still sound so fresh and new today is a testament to the

timeless nature of nevermind. come as you are is one of the best songs to ever be released in music
history, the kind of song that has such an impact on an individual that it changes their life. it’s also

one of the most important songs of the past 25 years. listen to it and tell me you don’t agree.
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